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Doctors Walked Out

I heard some refreshing news last week. The American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgery was holding a session on Obamacare implementation. Usually, according to a physician in the room, it’s well attended, but the physician tweeted, “Doctors are literally walking out of this talk on implementing [and] complying with Obamacare. We are men and women of the mind not mindless drones.”

Dr. Kris Held, an opthalmologist, also tweeted, “[The] government minion is droning on, as virtually all doctors have walked out.” Then she sent a tweet saying she was staying to the bitter end to ask the government bureaucrat how the government plans to implement Obamacare “with no doctors.”

“Doctors walk out of national Obamacare implementation meeting,” Lance Devon, NaturalNews, April 26, 2013.
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